performancebased

Measure Your Success

How can you improve unless you know where
you stand? In-depth data can give you an

accurate measure of.
performance.

the right

measurements
Performance-based marketing is a dynamic method that relies
on targeting and interacting with a specific audience to produce actionable data.
It is also commonly called pay-for-performance advertising because

clients only pay for calculable results.
The two most common options for buying
performance-based marketing are

&

Cost-per-click (CPC)
Cost-per-lead (CPL)
Both methods break away from traditional
Branding efforts, giving marketers:

Budgetary control

Campaign accountability

Practical metrics

These programs are lower-risk by nature,
as you pay only for results.

Solution providers must prove their value,
strengthening the relationship between
themselves, marketers and audiences.

Beyond ensuring your marketing dollars
are well spent, the data generated
provides you with valuable insights into
your prospects and the market itself.

“I know that half of my,
advertising dollars are wasted,

I just don’t know which half.”
John Wannamaker

drive
traffic

Cost-per-click campaigns are a quick, affordable solution
for marketers looking to increase site traffic.
A number of companies currently provide services where keywords can be bid on and
placed in front of audiences who use those keywords on well-known search engines,

but a hybrid marketing/publishing group can:

benefits
Offer flat-rate CPC programs,
requiring far less monitoring
on your part

Better segment target audiences
on the provider’s own publishing
channels

Filter your results so that you never pay
for bot-generated or duplicate clicks

You only pay for actual clicks that
bring users to your page or site

50%

Traffic is targeted
precisely, based on
your requirements
Programs are
set up quickly, &
instantly begin
providing click
results
Potential clients are
brought directly to
your site or product
page, driving sales

Gain leverage
against
competitors,
regardless of
size & budget

CPC visitors are

more likely to
purchase something

Unbounce

generate
leads

based on your ideal requirements, Lead generation programs

provide qualified leads directly to your sales or
marketing team.

Step 1:
Your

marketing

provider

presents

an

informational

asset

(like a white paper, case study, or webinar) to a specifically
targeted audience, asking them to provide a few pieces of
information

such

as

contact

and

firmographic

details

in

return.

Step 2:
The provider then vets each lead to provide you with a
“clean” list of qualified prospects.

You only pay for leads that.
meet your predetermined criteria.
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benefits
Easily collect leads
that are already
de-duped &
cleansed

Grow your
client/prospect list
efficiently
Reach out to
warm leads—
no more cold calls

of top-level B2B decision-makers

do not respond
to cold outreach
Kevin Scott, LinkedIn

accurate

barometer
Advantage Business Marketing offers more
than just traffic or lead generation campaigns...

You

are

provided

with

a

dedicated

team

that

manages your campaign from beginning to end,
optimizing

a

strategy

that

maximizes

value

for

your money.

We will fine-tune your campaign as needed, from
helping to choose or create the perfect assets or
ads to selecting the ideal media channels for your
product or service.

You’ll receive status updates on a regular basis
that

include

actionable

data

on

your

clicks

or

leads.

continual contact from Advantage’s marketing experts ensures that you are always
in control of your marketing budget. Programs can be scaled as necessary to increase
leads or clicks at any time —

giving you endless campaign options.

Let the experts
manage your campaign.

Optimally tailored
for any budget.

973-920-7043
throughthetrees@advantagemedia.com
advantagebusiness.marketing

